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Courts must get ready for a riskier world today. We and, therefore, they face unprecedented threats to our safety, security, and welfare, including natural disasters, pandemics, terrorist attacks, biological and chemical attacks, and cyberattacks by increasingly sophisticated adversaries using not only weapons of mass destruction but also weapons of mass disruption. Such threats and others discussed in this article warrant the attention of courts and their justice partners, not just to mitigate the risks to the continuity of their own operations but also to protect society as a whole.

During and after the war in Kosovo (1998-99), the courts in Kosovo lost some of their case records, including case registers and case files.¹ When the Kosovo courts resumed operations after the war, court staff inventoried and compared the case files against the case registers. They found that case files were lost or missing during the withdrawal of the Serbs from Kosovo. Most of the missing records were civil-case files, predominantly inheritance and property-dispute cases. The land
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As the Kosovo, Georgia, and Philadelphia cyberattacks illustrate, determined state-sponsored or private adversaries can debilitating a nation-state, affecting, perhaps catastrophically, its residents, its economy, and its institutions without the use of deadly force. In the United States, much of the responsibility for preparedness and response to threats to security and safety falls to state and local public-health practitioners, law enforcement, and emergency responders. In transnational threats, responsibility falls to the military and intelligence community. We contend that such threats to our safety and security require a much broader approach, and a higher level of urgency and cooperation, including rapid and honest communication, broad coordination, collaboration, and responses across all three branches of government—executive, legislative, and judicial—as well as nongovernmental agencies, an approach referred to as a Whole-of-Government Approach (WGA).

The WGA is rooted in commonsense assumptions, most notably that the complex and intractable problems of national and transnational safety and security that we explore in this article defy solutions by the actions of just one or two government entities, such as the military and intelligence communities. Rather, a WGA stresses the principle of unity of action and the importance of all interagency and coalition partners coordinating their respective efforts (White, 2014).

Box 1. Stephen Hawking on Why a WGA Response Is Hard Today. Stephen Hawking, the world-renowned physicist and cosmologist, worried about the size and complexity of the perils that humanity faces and our limited individual knowledge of solutions. In his posthumously published book, Brief Answers to Big Questions, he
addressed the question: “Will we survive on earth?” He believed that we now have the technological power to destroy every living creature on earth. The “threats are too big and too numerous,” including global warming, disease, famine, nuclear war, autonomous weapons, and decimation of animal species, he writes (Hawking, 2018: 147). At the same time, our store of information in books and other forms of storage has grown exponentially, and the time scale of accumulation of even more information has shrunk over the last 300 years. This has brought unimaginable benefits, but the evolution of our record of information and knowledge is severely limited by two factors: the complexity of the intractable problems we face around the globe (see United Nations, Sustainable Goals) and the hyper-specialization of knowledge and expertise of the problem solvers. No one person today can be a master of more than a tiny corner of knowledge. And the more complex the problem, the more unlikely it is that one person or even one group of persons can solve it. This is an area where quantum-computer power could help in the future (five years?) by combining knowledge across multiple disciplines into a single artificial intelligence system. For a benign example, Alexa, Siri, Watson, and other digital assistants with access to information in many areas could help us solve our problems that people with a narrow range of expertise cannot.

Unprecedented Threats

The 21st-century threats to our homeland security are more diverse and serious than ever and affect every aspect of our lives directly or indirectly (White House, 2019). The threat landscape spans natural and manmade disasters; epidemics and pandemics; chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and explosive (CBRNE) attacks; cyber incidents and espionage; transnational criminal organizations’ operations; and violent conflicts (see figure below; White House, 2017b; Pickart, 2018; Coats, 2019; ASPR, 2019). Discussing each type of threat illustrated in Figure 1 is beyond the scope of this article, but a brief description of the threats and hazards we face today bears a comment or two.

Examples of 21st Century Threats

The biggest driver of change today is technology. Advances promise to change our lives for the good and, at the same time, raise the specter of doom. This duality is problematic in categorizing and defining the threats in Figure 1. For instance, the rapid and global advances in genetic engineering and synthetic biology hold great promise for the development of life-saving therapies, but these same tools in the hands of terrorists can be used to create deadly weapons with the potential to inflict enormous harm on public health, safety, and security, including economic security (ASPR, 2019: 5; White House, 2018a: 4).

The threats are not hyperbole. In recent years, several chemical weapons attacks and emerging infectious disease outbreaks (i.e., newly appearing in a population) garnered global media attention. In 2013 and 2017, sarin attacks in Syria killed a total of more than 1,400 people (Barnard and Gordon, 2017; Bauer, 2019). There was a sarin attack in the Tokyo subway in 1995. Subsequent deadly chemical-weapons attacks involved chlorine gas, sulfur mustard, and assassinations with the nerve agents VX and Novichok (Coats, 2019; White House, 2018c).

The two largest Ebola outbreaks ever recorded occurred and continued during the same time frame. Both the 2014-2016 outbreak in West Africa and the ongoing 2018-2019 outbreak in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) were declared a “public health emergency of international concern” by the World Health Organization (WHO), indicating that the disease outbreak is serious, poses international public-health risks, and requires an international response (WHO, 2014, 2016a and...
We construct an analytical framework for considering how the participation of the third branch of government and its justice institutions, especially courts, in a Whole-of-Government approach (WGA) is viable. By what means can courts embrace a WGA without undermining their independence and thereby tilting the balance of power to the executive and legislative branches, a development antithetical to liberal democracies and to the United States Constitution's framework of the separation of powers? The purpose of this article is to illuminate and prompt serious conversations about this question among court administrators, judges, and policymakers—including federal, state, and local agencies, and elected officials.

After examining the types of threats and risks we face today—some of which are existential—and defining WGA, we explore how a WGA, with its demands for speed, expedition, and joint action, runs counter to the doctrines of judicial independence; the separation of powers of the judicial, legislative, and executive branches; and the checks and balances among them, ideals and principles that are fundamental to the governance of democratic countries and institutions. We then identify several developments, such as the courts' increased public engagement, and offer several arguments (e.g., that the separation of powers of the three branches of government is not intended to be absolute) that are favorable to judicial systems' active participation in WGA.

In conclusion, our assertion in the article's title is our strong belief, reached by consensus, that for the security and safety of users and employees of courthouses, for the good of the communities they serve, and for the good of society as a whole, the leaders and managers of national and subnational justice systems should become active participants in a WGA response to the risks and threats we discuss.

Definition of a Whole-of-Government Approach (WGA)

"Whole-of-Government," as defined by the assistant secretary for preparedness and response (ASPR) in the United States Department of Health and Human Services, "refers to public service agencies working across portfolio boundaries to achieve a shared goal and an integrated government response. Approaches can be formal and informal and include government partners at federal, state, tribal/territorial, and local levels" (ASPR, 2019: 9). The first mention of a WGA, then referred to as "joined-up-government," was made in Tony Blair’s administration in the United Kingdom (British Broadcasting Corporation, 1998). Variously termed "one-stop government," or even more expansively, a "whole-of-community response" and a "whole-of-society approach" (Realuyo, 2019: 137, 141), WGA represents a change of emphasis away from single-purpose organizations, departmentalism, and disaggregation hampering an integrated and coordinated approach to addressing complex societal problems (Richards and Kavanagh, 2001).

The WGA is a flexible concept. It encompasses efforts to bring together, integrate, and synchronize all the different tools in the national-security toolkit to advance a nation's security interests. This includes the balanced use of the military, diplomatic corps, economy, information, and intelligence community, and more as appropriate, to a challenge or opportunity at the federal, state, and local levels of government. A WGA helps strategic leaders think about problems in complex ways from a variety of perspectives with a broad and deep understanding of the authorities and cultures of their interagency partners.

Of course, a nation's security interests reach beyond national boundaries. Few threats stay confined within the boundaries of any one country. Transnational intelligence sharing, for example, is in the national interest, especially to address risks during fast-moving events.
In a society where effective governing and problem solving are hindered by systemic disconnection among government agencies, how do we encourage interagency cooperation to better address national-security challenges? In April 2018, the William & Mary (W&M) Whole of Government Center of Excellence (see Box 2) held its Inaugural National Security Conference to address that question (Terry et al., 2019). In his keynote address, Russell Travers, acting director of the National Counterterrorism Center, explained the evolution of national-security threats and the need for improved interagency operations. “The downsides of globalization pose a significant challenge to our national security apparatus: individuals and networks can have strategic impact; problems straddle foreign and domestic lines; and threats transcend departmental and agency responsibilities. ‘Whole of Government’ solutions are more critical than ever before. We have to work much closer together than we have in the past.” Travers identified three necessities for combating our country’s national-security challenges: more effective interagency cooperation than in the past; greater involvement of the private sector; and importantly, increased WGA training and education.

Another conference speaker, Michael Findley, professor of government, University of Texas at Austin, and co-director of its Innovations for Peace and Development Program, reviewed the latest research on the impact of foreign aid on conflict and peacebuilding. He averred that the biggest challenge to cooperation lies in the frequent disconnect between an organization’s headquarters and realities in the field. To close that disconnect, another conference speaker, Ronald Neumann (ret.), president, American Academy of Diplomacy, former ambassador to Algeria, Bahrain, and Afghanistan, and former deputy assistant secretary of state, stressed the importance of improved training for civilians to learn how to put their cultural and political knowledge to work on the ground to bridge political, cultural, and military divides. At the same time, he added, the military needs to more effectively use civilian input in the field.

Box 2. The Whole of Government Center of Excellence
The William & Mary Whole of Government Center of Excellence is an interagency policy center that focuses on research, education, and training to address complex national-security problems. It promotes interagency collaboration across the different organizational cultures that must be harmonized to facilitate true interagency collaboration. It serves as a convener of representatives of federal, state, and local governments, as well as nongovernment stakeholders. The center’s mission is to provide practical training on interagency collaboration, complex national-security and other public-policy problems, and to support research into the WGA solutions. It brings together leaders from all levels of government and the military for symposia, discussions, and projects to promote creative, collaborative research and solutions to emerging issues (Terry et al., 2019).

In December 2017, President Donald J. Trump announced a new national-security strategy rooted in WGA. Then Defense Secretary James N. Mattis called the strategy “clear and comprehensive” (Garamone, 2017).

Risks, Threats, and Challenges

The strategic environment is changing rapidly, and the United States faces an increasingly complex and uncertain world in which threats are becoming ever more diverse and interconnected.

Daniel R. Coats, 2019

Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and Explosives (CBRNE) Attacks
In a risk assessment of public-health-disaster scenarios, the New York City Health Department (NYCHD) compared the severity and probability of various threats (Pickart, 2018) and determined that the two variables were often inversely related. In terms of CBRNE, as one example, a chlorine gas release (chemical) was determined to be more probable but less severe than a biological or nuclear attack. Alternatively, an improvised nuclear device was determined to be the most severe but least probable disaster scenario. However, when the NYCHD accounted for the impact of planning on the various risks, pandemic influenza and aerosolized anthrax were ranked higher priorities than chemical or radiological/nuclear risks.

Former Director of National Intelligence Daniel R. Coats recently issued the following warning: “We expect the overall threat from weapons of mass destruction (WMD) to continue to grow during 2019, and we note in particular the threat posed by chemical warfare (CW) following the most significant and sustained use of chemical weapons in decades” (Coats, 2019). Bad actors intent on using weapons of mass destruction have numerous choices from the widely available toxic industrial chemicals to traditional chemical weapons, natural and synthetic biological agents, and nuclear or radiological materials (White House, 2018c).

According to the United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA), “nuclear weapons are the most dangerous weapons on earth” (see UNODA, “Nuclear Weapons”). The multilateral Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons was entered into force in 1970 and since has a total of 191 signatory states. The treaty affirms the benefits of peaceful uses of nuclear technology, notes the extreme dangers of nuclear war, and provides safeguards against such proliferation. There also are the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction (commonly known as the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention, or BWC) and the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and on Their Destruction (commonly known as the Chemical Weapons Convention, or CWC), which address the extreme dangers of certain biological and chemical weapons.

Despite these and other treaties and safeguards, the threats of misuse from states and terrorists persist, and new and emerging technologies continue to change the landscape (National Nuclear Security Administration, 2018). The National Strategy for Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction Terrorism reports that dangerous amounts of nuclear, radioactive, biological, and chemical materials suitable for weapons development have been found outside regulatory control on multiple occasions (National Nuclear Security Administration, 2018; White House, 2018c). Russia, China, Pakistan, India and, potentially, Iran continue development of their nuclear weapons capabilities (Coats, 2019). North Korea may be readying the same (Albert, 2019). In regions of violent conflicts and political instability, controlling nuclear, radioactive, biological, and chemical materials is a challenge, and ensuring that these materials are not available for nefarious uses is a key tenet of counterproliferation measures (National Nuclear Security Administration, 2018; White House, 2018c).

Biological incidents, whether from emerging infectious diseases, pandemics or bioterrorism, from natural or synthetic derivation, are a particular cause for concern because of the potential for catastrophic consequences, including deaths, disease, psychological trauma, environmental impacts, and economic losses (White House, 2018a). Biological agents are unique in that many can proliferate after release, may not be initially detectable, may not have medical countermeasures, and are frequently transmissible—all of which greatly increases the hazard. The threat as well as the reality of rapid and widespread emerging pathogens is growing as societies become more mobile and populous, and as they encroach on human and wildlife habitat (White House, 2018a).

Today’s CBRNE threat landscape also reflects the elevated role of technology and the reduced barriers to existing and new technologies (White House, 2018a). The rapid advancements in genetic engineering, genome editing, and synthetic biology offer new medical countermeasures, vaccines, treatments, and personalized medicine, but they also present the risk of creating new or re-creating eradicated pathogens and toxins and modulating human physiology for negative effects (White...
Moreover, the landscape of threats has expanded greatly due to the combination of enabling technologies and the multidisciplinary nature of biological research today (National Academies, 2018; Economist, 2019a and b; see Box 3).

Box 3. The Columbian Exchange, Synthetic Biology, and Weaponizing Diseases.

In the 15th and 16th centuries, after Christopher Columbus’s 1492 voyage, there was a widespread transfer of horses and cattle, plants, culture, and human populations, as well as communicable diseases referred to as the Columbian Exchange (Crosby, 1972). Native Americans died by the thousands of imported Old World diseases such as measles, mumps, smallpox, typhus, and influenza. In an early example of biological warfare, the British military sought to infect Native Americans with smallpox, with some success, by giving them blankets and handkerchiefs from smallpox patients (Christopher et al., 2018: 3). The Europeans further weaponized this catastrophe by conquering the lands from those depleted and killed by disease.

Synthetic biology could design and recreate a weapon, such as smallpox or other orthopox virus, to weaken, incapacitate, or kill. In a controversial synthetic biology experiment in 2018, researchers described the creation of an infectious horsepox virus from chemically synthesized DNA (Noyce, Lederman, and Evans, 2018). This study provided an example of a new method that may lower the barrier to the synthesis of the variola virus, which causes smallpox. The study reignited the debate about dual-use research of concern (DURC), its requisite oversight, and limitations on publishing such research (Koblentz, 2018; Osterholm and Olshaker, 2017; NSABB, 2006, 2007).

Cyber Threats

In today’s modern world, cyberspace touches every aspect of our lives—commercial and financial, social, and political, to name just a few. As our reliance on cyberspace grows, so do our vulnerabilities. Cyberattacks are occurring with increasing frequency and sophistication (White House, 2018b; Carlin, 2019; Lin, 2019). In August of 2019, the United States Department of Homeland Security issued a “Ransomware Outbreak” warning to municipalities and private organizations that “ransomware has rapidly emerged as the most visible cybersecurity risk playing out across our nation’s networks” (Janofsky, 2019b: B4).

China, among other nations, has stolen trillions of dollars’ worth of intellectual property through cyberespionage. Terrorists and other criminals have recruited members, raised money, and launched attacks using cyberspace (White House, 2018b). Russia continues to influence political perceptions, racial tensions, and trust in authorities through social-media operations, also called influence campaigns (Coats, 2019).

In their 2019 book, The Fifth Domain, Richard A. Clarke and Robert K. Knake, counterterrorism officials in several United States administrations, argue that cyber, the “fifth domain,” is different from the other four domains—land, sea, air, and space—traditionally identified by the Pentagon. Hospitals and other private and public infrastructure, like courts, do not have anti-missile defenses but they do need robust cyber security. Intending to scare government and corporate leaders into addressing the threat, the authors predict that the next major war will be provoked by a cyberattack (Clarke and Knake, 2019: 7). As described earlier, recent ransomware attacks on court systems demonstrate an awareness of the vulnerabilities and an interest in exploiting these vulnerabilities, whether for commercial or financial gain or for disrupting society, economy, and institutions.

In response to cyber threats, companies and universities are building cybersecurity training facilities that simulate cyberattacks and train staff how to detect and respond. “We can put malware that steal information from our network on it, and allow my team to go in and fix the situation—not in theory, but actually do it,” said Ron Green, chief security officer at Mastercard (Janofsky, 2019b, B4).

Box 4. Deepfakes

Deepfakes, the term used to refer to counterfeit video, audio recordings, and photos created using a machine-learning technique called a “generative adversarial network” (GAN), are a way to algorithmically generate new types of data out of existing data sets. These forgeries have been successfully used to obtain money under false pretenses. For example, in at least three cases, fake “Chief Executive Officers” stole millions of dollars by convincing other employees to act (Waddell and Kingson, 2019). Deepfake audio and video can be created using artificial intelligence programs that learn how to replicate a person using their online digital footprint, such as audio and video recordings. Manipulation of images and videos using artificial intelligence readily could become a dangerous mass phenomenon because of the realism, the technology’s ease of use, and the current lack of affordable, reliable countermeasures. In June 2019, a video of Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg giving a talk was posted on Instagram; it was a fake. A Chinese-made app, Zao, that uses deepfake technology became the most downloaded free app after it was launched on August 30, 2019. It uses deepfake technology, including artificial
intelligence, to produce videos, audio recordings, and photos that are very realistic forgeries. While the backlash over Zao is focused on data privacy and identity theft, the free app raises increasing concern about the security risks it and similar deepfakes pose (Li, 2019: A8).

Another area for concern in cyberspace is the Internet of Things (IoT). The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) defines the IoT as “devices or sensors—other than computers, smartphones, or tablets—that connect, store, or transmit information with or between each other via the Internet” (FTC, 2015). By 2020, the FTC estimates that there will be 50 billion connected devices worldwide, including health and fitness wearables, connected cars, home-security devices, and digital assistants. These devices are a gateway to a treasure trove of personal, home, and business data. The benefits of their use are numerous, including real-time health monitoring, energy conservation, and time savings, but the risks of data misuse, including the compromise of safety and other systems from hacking, are at least as numerous. John Moor, managing director of the IoT Security Foundation stated: “Your insecure product may not be the ultimate target but could provide the pivot point for an attack elsewhere in the system” (IoT Security Foundation, 2015). As these devices and the broader landscape of connected computers and systems evolve, governments and the private sector have struggled to effectively identify, protect, and recover vulnerable networks, systems, functions, and data (White House, 2018b).

The breadth of cybersecurity threats cannot be overstated. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), in its Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, reminds us that the “national and economic security of the United States depends on the reliable functioning of critical infrastructure” (NIST, 2014). While the information technology and industrial control systems support critical infrastructure services, they have diversified and evolved without enough protection, increasing the vulnerabilities of the nation’s critical infrastructure (NIST, 2018).

Other Threats

Although the focus of this article is primarily on the CBRNE and cyber threats, there are other threats that must be considered in a WGA. A horrible example was the absence of a WGA in a response to the 1986 nuclear-power-plant explosion and radioactivity leak in Chernobyl in Ukraine, which was a part of the then Soviet Union. The Chernobyl accident was a manmade disaster that resulted in a loss of life, a long-term public health crisis, and a human-exclusion zone of 1,600 square miles. Russian authorities first dismissed the disaster as a relatively minor industrial accident, failed to identify the magnitude of the disaster, kept it a closely held secret from its own people and the international community, minimized the planetary peril of the disaster, and for a long time rejected scientific and international cooperation in dealing with the disaster (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2019).

Climate change is causing environmental upheaval such as the droughts, heat waves, and floods around the world, which in turn are having destabilizing effects on societies. For example, in the Sahel countries of Africa south of the Sahara, droughts and floods have destabilized regions and caused civil wars as people fight over fertile land (Economist, 2019c, d). Droughts in Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador similarly have destabilized that region (Frey, 2018; see also, Global Disaster Alert and Coordination System). The threats of natural disasters, pandemics, bioterrorism, and chemical and nuclear attacks demand a coordinated rapid response by many actors from dozens of governmental and nongovernmental entities.

Ideological, Theoretical, and Practical Barriers

Facing the WGA in the Third Branch

Judiciaries’ resistance to novelty is deeply rooted in law and practice. By design and for various reasons, United States courts tend to shy from innovation, adopting new technologies often decades after these technologies have slipped into the mainstream of society. Courts are not designed to act in haste but in contemplation and thought. They are conservative; they rely on precedent; they prefer the tried over the untried. This design is enshrined in the de jure “law on the books” in states and nations. Judges and courts accordingly act deliberatively in practice.

Judicial Independence, Separation of Powers, Checks and Balances, and Stare Decisis

The drafters of the U.S. Constitution, influenced by theorists such as the English philosopher John Locke and the French judge and political philosopher Montesquieu, as well as their own experiences in the American Revolution, provided for the separation and diffusion of powers among the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of government in Articles I, II, and III of the Constitution. The three branches were to be considered coequal, each a check and balance on the others. The resulting structures and the relationships among the units of government—notably, the allocation of powers among the three branches of government—present issues for a WGA to confront. The structures and relationships were designed neither for expedition nor always for coordination—sometimes, not even for cooperation.

Theoretical Difficulties
regarding student education programs, including peer courts and court tour programs; 6) community-service programs; 7) local victims-rights and advocacy groups; 4) court watchdog groups; 5) local school officials and teachers.

He identifies the following groups as important: 1) members of the general public using the court but who are not involved in litigation; 2) local colleges and universities regarding volunteers and internship opportunities with the litigants and their attorneys. He suggests that the court administration's relationships with the judges and their staffs and with the litigants and their attorneys may be inconsistent with the WGA. The separation of powers provides a system of shared power known as checks and balances. Judicial independence secures for individual judges, courts, and court systems the independence and, thus, the impartiality to resolve disputes according to the laws of the Constitution and those passed by the legislative branch and to shield the third branch from any improper influence from the other branches of government or private or partisan interests. By design, this separation and sharing of power, and checks and balances, make democratic governance inefficient and indeed antithetical to a rapid response, “one-stop government” demanded of the WGA.

Another doctrine in the United States’ legal system that contributes to inefficiencies and runs counter to a WGA is stare decisis, a precedent-honoring approach through which a court maintains the status quo, reaffirming a previous decision or basing a new decision on its own prior decisions for the purpose of maintaining continuity and reliability.

Practical Barriers: The Law in Practice

Arguably, the safeguards of judicial independence and separation of powers constitute a serious impediment to WGA. The same can be said about the law in practice.

Buoyed by theory and tradition, judicial independence has particularly served as a rallying cry for reform, especially for state-court judges, since the 1950s. Judges in the United States understandably chafe at real and perceived threats to their independence, be those threats from members of the executive and legislative branches or from their partisans. Often, the members of the other two branches seek to dictate and demand the kind of agility and flexibility, and joint action, that is an integral part of a WGA, not only in the decision-making process of the courts but also in areas of court operations, administration, and governance.

In practice, in the name of judicial independence, judges resist being absorbed or managed by the other two branches (Tobin, 1999: 15). They have sought to ward off the intrusion of the officials of the other branches; to eliminate political considerations in the selection, tenure, and salary of judges; to build what others determine to be more coherent court structures and governance as such may tamper with court organization and jurisdiction to suit political needs; to bring lawyers under the control of courts rather than the other way around; to have the authority against the legislative branch to prescribe rules of practice and procedure in the courts, civil, criminal, and evidentiary; to have greater control of their budgets and better access to resources; and to assert that the judicial branch has the inherent authority to order the other branches to supply the resources necessary to perform their functions. Their message to the other branches is clear: Give us the requisite resources for which we are dependent on the executive and legislative branches, and then leave us our independence to handle the duties of the third branch.

Not surprisingly, the judicial actions noted above have not endeared judges and courts to officials of the other branches. Relations between the judiciary and the other branches often have been tense and fraught with distrust, which has raised practical barriers to WGA. “Some legislators complain that the judiciary is too remote and self-absorbed and not really accountable to anyone,” wrote the late Robert Tobin of the National Center for State Courts (1999: 16).

Nonetheless, justice systems are beginning to pay greater attention to the security and safety threats to society (a favorable development to courts’ participation in a WGA that we will mention in the next section). Most judicial officials today do not register much alarm and urgency about threats beyond the courthouse walls—even those that impact or will impact the operation of those courthouses.

Just as every other component of a democratic government needs to be mobilized for a WGA to succeed, justice and law professionals will remain critical to ensuring the rule of law and the application of justice. However, with the exception of general references to the rule of law, the strengthening of governance, and improvement of information sharing to target criminal activity in such WGA-related references as the National Security Strategy 2017 (White House, 2017b: 51; see also Ellis, 2019: 35), justice systems’ participation in WGA, as defined, is conspicuously absent from serious discussions today.

In turn, WGA generally is absent from the writings in the field of court administration. Though “courthouse security” has been of utmost concern in judicial minds, it generally does not reach beyond the courthouse walls (Rogers, 2019). As we suggested earlier, this state of affairs reflects an inward-looking focus that Tobin characterized as remote and self-absorbed.

Alexander B. Aikman, in his 2007 book, The Art and Practice of Court Administration, describes court administration’s external relationships, defined as exclusive of the court administration’s relationships with the judges and their staffs and with the litigants and their attorneys. He identifies the following groups as important: 1) members of the general public using the court but who are not involved in litigation; 2) local colleges and universities regarding volunteers and internship programs; 3) local victims-rights and advocacy groups; 4) court watchdog groups; 5) local school officials and teachers regarding student education programs, including peer courts and court tour programs; 6) community-service programs; 7)
The situation may be changing. A trend favorable to judicial systems’ participation in a WGA can be ascertained in several developments over the last decade, and arguments can be raised that support such a trend. We briefly discuss this trend in the next two sections.

Trends Favoring WGA Participation by Courts

Recent Developments

Among recent developments favorable to justice systems’ active participation in a WGA are the courts’ increased public engagement; their disaster-recovery and business-continuity preparedness since the al-Qaeda attacks on September 11, 2001; pandemic preparedness; and United States federal and state litigation resulting in judicial opinions related to emergency preparedness, response, and recovery.

**Increased Public Engagement.** The Public Engagement Pilot Initiative is a collaboration of the National Center for State Courts (NCSC) and the University of Nebraska Public Policy Center (National Center for State Courts, 2018). Six court systems in the United States are participating in the project, which aims to identify proven ways to build trust and confidence in the courts. Each of six pilot courts is working on a different aspect of court services in connection with public engagement. The Massachusetts Trial Court is recruiting leaders willing to “commit to a longer-term partnership” between the courts and the community. In Nebraska, the state supreme court wants to better recognize the needs of Native Americans. The Franklin (Ohio) Municipal Court is learning how underserved populations perceive specialized dockets and its Self-Help Resource Center. The Kansas City (Missouri) Municipal Court is integrating court user surveys into its public-engagement process. The Puerto Rico example of court data loss and its impact on the courts’ continuity of operations and on society underscores the sense of urgency about the threats of pandemics and other catastrophes to society as a whole beyond the courthouse walls.

The chair of the pilot initiative, Chief Judge Anna Blackburne-Rigsby of the District of Columbia Court of Appeals, said that courts have been working for decades to improve public trust and confidence, but that, sadly, little progress has been made. She observed that the primary method courts have used is outreach to communities, but such an approach is limited. “Outreach is one-way communication,” she said. “Engagement is different. It involves listening. It’s a two-way.”

**Disaster Preparedness.** In past disasters, state and local public-health practitioners and emergency responders treated courts not as a part of an independent branch of government but like they did other local or state executive agencies. As a result, for the most part, the judiciary was overlooked as an agent of a WGA. As noted by the Conference of Chief Justices (CCJ) and the Conference of State Court Administrators (COSCA), this changed in large part after the al-Qaeda attacks on September 11, 2001 and Hurricane Katrina in 2005 as state court and justice system officials focused their attention on court disaster recovery and business continuity (CCJ/COSCA Pandemic and Emergency Response Task Force, 2016).

Though the focus remained squarely on operational disruptions, a broader view of the threats to society as a whole was emerging. In 2006 COSCA recognized that the need for “comprehensive governmental coordination” was never more evident than it was immediately following Hurricane Katrina, demonstrating that “emergency planning requires an enormous amount of advance coordination among different court levels and between the courts and a host of state and local agencies on a wide range of facility, security, law enforcement and emergency management issues” (CCJ/COSCA, 2016).

Judge Robert P. Ringland of the 12th District Court of Appeals of Ohio has written a guide to prepare judges, court personnel, and members of the bar to address pandemics and other catastrophes that may occur and interrupt the administration of justice and the courts (Ringland, 2019). Although his focus is on the legal provisions and authorities for government emergency actions, and on operating the judicial system during a public health emergency, he conveys a clear sense of urgency about the threats of pandemics and other catastrophes to society as whole beyond the courthouse walls.

The Kosovo example of court data loss and its impact on the courts’ continuity of operations and on society underscores the importance of courts as a critical infrastructure in a WGA in response to serious threats to the safety and security of nations. The United States Presidential Policy Directive, Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience (PPD-21) acknowledges that essential services are critical underpinnings of American society (White House, 2013). Fostering resilience in government instills confidence in the public, itself key to productive recovery. PPD-21 establishes policy for the security and resilience of critical infrastructure against physical and cyber threats. As the coordinating federal agency, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS, n.d.) identified, and continues to address, 16 critical sectors—one of which is the Government Facilities Sector encompassing courthouses and office buildings that house critical equipment, systems, networks, and functions.
Standard 4.1 of the TCPS, "Independence and Comity," states: "A trial court maintains its institutional integrity and observes administrative systems of the courts. Judicial administration, i.e., the practices, procedures, and organizational structures concerning the management of the performance area of independence and accountability in the seminal Principle of Comity. The TCPS takes the doctrine of comity beyond the legal sphere and into independence with the need not only for public accountability, but also for comity.

The Principle of Comity. Judicial independence does not mean absolute autonomy or isolation. The five standards in the performance area of independence and accountability in the seminal Trial Court Performance Standards, or TCPS (Commission on Trial Court Performance Standards, 1997), combine the principles of separation of powers and judicial independence with the need not only for public accountability, but also for comity. Black's Law Dictionary (5th ed. 1979: 242) defines “comity” as courtesy, complaisance, respect, and a willingness to grant a privilege, not as a matter of right or obligation, but out of deference and goodwill. The TCPS takes the doctrine of comity beyond the legal sphere and into judicial administration, i.e., the practices, procedures, and organizational structures concerning the management of the administrative systems of the courts.

Standard 4.1 of the TCPS, “Independence and Comity,” states: “A trial court maintains its institutional integrity and observes the principle of comity in its governmental relations,” suggesting that comity is integral to public accountability. The commentary of the standard states:

"I was forced to make a life-or-death decision immediately. No decision was, in fact, a decision with potentially deadly consequences," LaVerdiere told the National Pandemic Summit in May 2019 at the University of Nebraska Medical Center in Omaha, home to the country’s biocontainment unit where three Ebola patients were treated in 2014 (National Center for State Courts, 2019). The summit brought together court leaders, public-health officials, legislators, and executive-branch officials to start a collective conversation about many potential legal issues concerning how states need to plan and prepare for a pandemic, which often not only includes quarantines of individual members of the public, as was the case in Maine, but also implicates the operations of courts, jails, prisons, and hospitals. Twenty-five states and three territories sent teams.

Defending against cybersecurity threats requires different technical and policy approaches than pandemics and natural disasters or biological and chemical terrorist attacks, which, for this analysis, are not completely unlike pandemics for planning and preparation. While the National Cyber Strategy of the United States of America (White House, 2018b) and Executive Order 13800 (White House, 2017a), among others, provide policy guidelines, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity provides industry standards and best practices for cybersecurity risk management for critical infrastructure (NIST, 2018). State, local, tribal, and territorial entities can also refer to the Government Facilities Sector Specific Plan of 2015 for strategic goals, objectives, actions, and priorities for enhancing security and resilience (DHS and GSA, 2015). By leveraging existing strategic guidance and employing a WGA for preparedness, response, and recovery, courts should be able to maximize personnel, funding, and equipment resources to enhance the physical and cybersecurity posture.

Increasing Litigation Related to Emergency Preparedness, Response, and Recovery. In a recent study, researchers at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) analyzed litigation related to emergency preparedness, response, and recovery activities from the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks to December 31, 2015 (McCourt, Sunshine, and Rutkow, 2019). They identified 215 United States federal and state cases of actual or perceived mental, physical, or financial harm to individuals. Most of the cases stemmed from preparedness, response, and recovery activities related to hurricanes (57.7 percent) and terrorist attacks (16.7 percent). The most prevalent emergency-response activities at issue were disaster mitigation (29.3 percent), disaster clean-up (21.9 percent), a defendant’s duty to plan (14.4 percent), evacuation (12.6 percent), and conditions of incarceration (12.1 percent).

The major function of courts is dispute resolution and the fact that these cases arose in the wake of major disasters is nothing new. The courts’ mission is to respond to cases and controversies brought to them. Thus, they are reactive, not proactive. However, the scope of this litigation serves to raise awareness and a sense of urgency for a WGA that may increase its receptivity among judicial leaders."
Separation of Powers Is Not Absolute. The separation of powers of the three branches of government was not intended to be absolute in the sense of isolation. Rather, the separation of powers was intended by the authors of the United States Constitution to be for the purpose of judicial independence from the political and partisan executive and legislative branches. Indeed, the preeminent constitutional scholar Gerald Gunther argued that “political accommodations have predominated” and that this ambiguity may well have helped to combat the excessive concentration of powers in one branch of government (Gunther, 1980: 384).

That the separation of powers recognizes the need for political accommodations is evidenced by the process through which the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) has developed since its passage in 1969. NEPA requires all federal agencies to include consideration of the environment in their decision making through the process of environmental impact statements (EIS) and, significantly, to involve the public before proceeding with any major federal action significantly affecting the human environment. To this end, it created the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) with responsibility for coordinating the EIS process and assisting federal agencies with NEPA compliance. The CEQ issued guidelines, memoranda, and eventually regulations to implement NEPA through executive orders because NEPA did not specify that the CEQ had the authority to issue rules or regulations to implement the law and did not give the CEQ enforcement authority. NEPA also does not include a provision for judicial review or any standard of review by courts. Yet, courts, in conjunction with the CEQ, have played a significant and defining role in the implementation and interpretation of NEPA (Stevens, 1974).

In discussions of the WGA, the interpretation and implementation of NEPA by the CEQ within the Executive Office of the President, and the courts, illustrates that the separation of power is not absolute. Given the absence of CEQ authority to enforce compliance with NEPA, the courts became the refuge of environmental groups seeking to ensure that federal agencies complied with NEPA requirements. This process began in the first few years of NEPA implementation and has been critical to the interpretation and application of the law ever since. “[W]ithout ever appearing on the surface of the Guidelines, this relationship between the CEQ and the courts has been an intimate part of the process of NEPA’s growth,” wrote Daniel Mandelker and his colleagues. “Whether NEPA drafters contemplated judicial review of impact statements is not clear; the question was barely discussed in the legislative history. Judicial review has now become an integral part of the CEQ’s administration. It provides external rather than internal pressure for modifications in agency practice to comply with NEPA’s mandates” (Mandelker et al., 2018).

Emergencies Require Emergency Measures. Courts are not unfamiliar with expedited proceedings in appropriate cases when the constraints of time and urgency dictate that emergency measures be taken. Courts in all likelihood may need to set aside their usual practice to participate in a WGA in response to terrorist attacks and other extreme and unique threats. It is hard to imagine that courts would permit operational omissions or failures that increase threats to the security and safety of the public, albeit responding in a manner consistent with the provision of constitutional rights, notably due process.
...of courts to a WGA response such as states’ full participation in the National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS). The exercise could surface contributions and next steps for the community. It is the process of mapping out several futures, planning how to respond to them, and possibly identifying telltale signs that may help in spotting and stopping domestic terrorism. The exercise could surface contributions of courts to a WGA response such as states’ full participation in the National Instant Criminal Background Check System.

**A Call to Action for Courts**

The breadth, severity, and urgency of 21st-century threats facing us deserve the attention of courts and their justice partners, not just to mitigate the risks to the continuity of their operations, but to protect the safety and security of society as a whole. Criminals and terrorists take advantage of the political, social, and economic chaos following a catastrophe, whether it is naturally occurring, accidental, or deliberate. A WGA is needed to counter such threats to our public health, safety, security, way of life, and democratic values.

Since the al-Qaeda attacks on September 11, 2001, the anthrax letters the following week, Hurricane Katrina in 2005, and other incidents, courts have recognized the need for urgent actions in response to natural disasters and pandemics that threaten their “business continuity.” However, the broader view of the threats shows that “emergency planning requires an enormous amount of advance coordination among different court levels and between the courts and a host of state and local agencies on a wide range of facility, security, law enforcement and emergency management issues” (CCJ/COSCA, 2016).

Ligitation stemming from preparedness, response, and recovery activities serves to raise awareness and a sense of urgency for a WGA involving judicial leaders. A narrow mindset and inward perspective are inadequate, shortsighted, and potentially dangerous as evidenced by the urgent decision making required for quarantine enforcement.

Several encouraging trends favorable to judicial systems’ participation in a WGA can be ascertained in developments over the last decade: a growing body of judicial opinions related to emergency preparedness, response, and recovery since the 9/11 attacks; an increasing number of discussions within the judicial community; the National Pandemic Summit that included court leaders, public-health officials, legislators, and executive-branch officials; Judge Robert P. Ringland’s Public Health Preparedness Bench Book; and the Public Health Law Program (PHLP), which is working “to improve the health of the public by developing law-related tools and providing legal technical assistance to public health practitioners and policy makers in state, tribal, local, and territorial (STLT) jurisdictions” (CDC, 2018b).

The ideological and theoretical arguments against and posited practical constraints of active participation in a WGA to the serious threats identified in this article do not bear close scrutiny. While judicial-branch representatives at the federal and state levels will not be among the first emergency responders, unlike the fire, police, and public-health workers, at the least, it is their obligation to participate in planning and preparedness. Courts are tradition-and precedent-bound institutions, and there is a critical stability for our republican democracy that comes with that status for justice to continue. But traditional thinking about the propriety of roles can become ossified and dangerous. The public’s trust in the legitimacy and the relevance of courts are at risk if courts do not participate as members of a WGA. Michael Buenger, executive vice president and chief of operations of the National Center for State Courts, recently warned about the dangers of traditions and traditional thinking about courts at a meeting of the American Bar Association: “We can, if we are not careful, tradition ourselves into irrelevancy, constitutional words notwithstanding” (Buenger, 2019).

Based on our combined research for this article, as well as our own collective knowledge and experience across different fields, we are in unanimous agreement in drawing this conclusion: For the security and safety of the users and employees of courthouses, for the communities they serve, and for society as a whole, the leaders and managers of national and subnational justice systems must become active participants in a WGA in response to the risks and threats we identified.

As we were shockingly reminded by two of the most recent deadly mass shootings—one in Dayton, Ohio, and one in El Paso, Texas—we now face a new homegrown national security threat, one the United States Department of Justice (DOJ) has begun declaring to be “domestic terrorism.”7 “We use the term ‘domestic terrorism’ to refer to a broader array of threats ranging from anarchists extremism to different kinds of racially motivated violent extremism to different types kinds of environmental extremism,” FBI Director Christopher A. Wray told Congress this summer (Calfas, Tau, and Elinson, 2019: A6; Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2019).

Spotting and stopping shooters in incidents of domestic terrorism like those in Dayton and El Paso is especially hard due to the legitimate constraints on law enforcement by the first (free speech) and second amendments (right to bear arms) of the United States Constitution. However, courts should not be rendered helpless; they cannot do nothing. In response to the security threats of domestic terrorism, for example, they should consider engaging with a WGA in future scenario planning, which originated in the armed forces during the Second World War and was widely adopted after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. It is the process of mapping out several futures, planning how to respond to them, and possibly identifying telltale signs that may help in spotting and stopping domestic terrorism. The exercise could surface contributions of courts to a WGA response such as states’ full participation in the National Instant Criminal Background Check System.
NICS—state participation today is voluntary—and clarifying when it is lawful under privacy laws such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability (HIPPA) and the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), to share records that may help spot potential threats.

Similar scenario-planning can focus on the other security and safety risks and threats discussed in this article. In a recent “leader” article and its corresponding annual set of speculative scenarios, “The World If,” the Economist lauds scenario planning as shifting our perspective from the present and increasing our understanding of what may be possible in the future (Economist, 2019e: 12; Economist, 2019f).

There are, of course, always risks to embracing something new. But we believe that benefits accrue to the court leaders, managers, and courts willing to explore and engage with a WGA. Rewards come to the leaders and managers of organizations who favor the future over the past, who focus on opportunities, and who embrace innovation.
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